**THE REAL PRIME SUSPECT**
Prime Suspect, a hugely successful crime drama starring Helen Mirren, was largely inspired by the work of Jackie Malton, a former Metropolitan Police officer and one of the first female officers at Scotland Yard. Here, the inspiration for Detective Chief Inspector Jane Tennison, Mirren’s character in the series, returns to the crime scene to illustrate how detectives painstakingly determine their prime suspects. Examining some of the most notorious cases in the U.S. and UK, with the help of police, detectives and other experts who were part of the original investigations, Malton provides the audience with insight about the sleuthing process, and captivating explorations of baffling criminal cases.

**JUDI DENCH’S WILD BORNEO ADVENTURES**
At the age of 84, Dame Judi Dench is a veritable legend of stage and screen. She is also a passionate lover of nature and the animal kingdom. In this program, it’s the latter aspect of her personality that comes to the fore, as she visits the Borneo rainforests, and is introduced to the myriad creatures great and small within this incredible habitat. Accompanied by her longtime partner (or ‘my chap,’ as she refers to him), conservationist David Mills, and discussing both the natural magic and the troubling dangers facing the rainforests today with scientists and experts, the two-part is a revealing look at two of the world’s great wonders… Borneo and Dench.

**EUPHORIA OF BEING**
It is hard for many of us to comprehend the depth of suffering that was the Holocaust. For Eva Fahidi, it was all too real. At the age of 20, she returned to her home in Hungary from Auschwitz-Birkenau, with 49 members of her family murdered, including her mother, her father and little sister. After reading her memoir, choreographer and director Péka Szabó approached Fahidi, also a dancer, to create a work based on her life story. This film documents the preparation of the piece, as well as the relationship between the 90-year-old Fahidi, Szabó and dancer Ernő Cuhorka. Candid interviews with Fahidi also provide additional perspective.

**ANCIENT SKIES**
From the moment we as a species were first able to point to the sky and marvel at what we saw, the Great Beyond has been a source of mystery and wonder. From mythmakers to scientists, the open skies have entranced and befuddled human beings for millennia. This three-part series traverses history and science with the help of expert testimony and captivating CGI, revealing how humanity has interpreted the cosmos over the course of its history, and how our earliest ideas of what lies above informed what we know today.